
+ $30

1 Magical character of choice
Musical Statues and Dancing Games
The Limbo
Bubble Catching
Magic Show or Character Themed Live Sing-along (up to 2
song requests
Photo Opportunities
Fast but Fabulous Face Painting
Balloon Twisting (dogs, swords, flowers etc)
Birthday Child Present
Take home Postcard  

SUPREME PACKAGESUPREME PACKAGE
3 Hour Party Package

Suits up to 40 kids
This perfect package includes:

Optional add ons

Pass the Parcel
May be added in place
of Dancing games or

other games 

Extra $10 or provide
your own

Magic Wand
Check out the shop for

character themed
wands

$

15 kids or under?
For smaller gatherings,

all activities can be
included with no extra

charge

$550



We Bring

Speaker and Microphone

Character of your choice arriving in full
costume

Bubbles

Magic

Face Paint & Balloons

A gift for your child and postcards

Pass the Parcel, Balloons and a wand
Birthday present (if applicable)

3 Hours of amazing entertainment!



Travel Fees

Fairy Jasmine's Entertainment is
based in Mornington, Victoria

A Travel Fee will be added as below:

After 30km $10
After 40km $20
After 50km $30
After 60km $40

If your party is more than 60km
please email

info@fairyjasminesentertainment



Things to note before booking

Indoor Bookings Preferred
As magical as outdoor parties can be, the unpredictability of

Melbourne Weather can make it difficult to protect our
equipment/costumes from wet weather, and myself from the cold
and the heat. Most of our costumes are not suitable for the cold

weather and the wigs can cause major headaches and overheating
when worn in the hot weather. 

 
Therefore, only indoor bookings will be accepted. The exception to
this of course, is if your party is in the garden of your house and
there is the option to go inside. If it is a beautiful Melbourne day,

there is no reason why we can't celebrate in your garden.

The Entertainer may need a hand
carrying equipment to and from the car 

Depending on the chosen character and package booked, the
entertainer may need somebody to help them carry some

equipment from the car to the venue.
 

This can be the organiser, friend or family member the
entertainer can call upon arrival.



Payment Terms

Deposit
We require a 50% deposit within 3 days of sending our invoice

via direct debit. 
 

The remaining balance is due any time up to 48 hours of your
event or may be paid as cash on the day. 

 
If you opt to pay the remaining amount as cash on the day, it
must be given to the entertainer in an envelope prior to the

commencement of the party package.

Cancellations/Refunds
If you need to cancel your event entirely and it's outside of 4 weeks

before your booking, a full refund will be honoured.
If you need to cancel your event entirely and it's outside of 48 hours of
your event date, we charge a $100 cancellation fee and the rest will be

refunded.
Any events cancelled within 48 hours of the event will not be eligible

for a refund, as much preparation has gone into your event at this
stage, and it is close to impossible to replace it with an alternate

booking. 
If you need to reschedule an event, we will do our best to accommodate

you, however this will be dependent on availability.
If you are unable to reschedule an event, the standard cancellation
policy will apply and we will refund you the amount depending on

when the cancellation occurred. 
 



Terms and Conditions

Fairy Jasmine's Entertainment reserves the right to decline or discontinue services
if, in our sole discretion, we deem the event conditions to be unsafe,

inappropriate, or in violation of our policies. In such cases, a refund or
alternative arrangements may be offered, subject to our discretion.

If the Entertainer feels it necessary to leave during an event, they reserve the
right to leave at any time if the guidelines in this document have not been

adhered to. 
If there is a visibly sick party guest, the entertainer will have the right to refuse

to paint their face or get too close.
If for any reason the Entertainer feels unsafe, they reserve the right to leave at
their discretion and no refund will be issued. This includes but is not limited to
physical harm or a perceived threat of physical harm, sexual harassment, or

behaviour from guests including adults or any other reason the performer deems
applicable.

Entertainer Cancellation 
In the rare event that the entertainer is struck with illness or an unavoidable
emergency, we will do our best to provide an alternative performer. If we are

unsuccessful, a full refund will be provided.
 

Child Supervision 
The client agrees that the safety and supervision of all of children and persons

attending the party is entirely their responsibility during the event. Fairy Jasmine's
Entertainment will not be held liable for any accidents or incidents that occur due to

inadequate supervision. 
 

Assumption of Responsibility
In hiring our entertainment services, you acknowledge that Fairy Jasmine's

Entertainment assumes no responsibility for any loss, damage or injury that occurs
during the entertainment. (Example: a rare allergic reaction to face paint or a fall

during party games)
Fairy Jasmine's Entertainment will not be liable for any accidents, injuries or allergies

incurred by any individuals attending the event.
 

Event Conditions 

 
 
 

 



Terms and Conditions 

Copyright Notice
Fairy Jasmine's Entertainment is committed to providing high quality entertainment
in a lawful manner. We aim to accurately represent your chosen character, however,

please note that our characters are inspired by characters from mythology or
literature. We are not affiliated with any licenced or copyrighted characters. The

characters we provide are under the doctrine of fair use.
The exception is the character of Fairy Jasmine. Fairy Jasmine is an original character.
The character, name, photos, songs and videos are the intellectual property of Fairy

Jasmine's Entertainment. 
 

Start Time and arrivals
In most cases the entertainer will arrive 5-10 minutes prior to the start time. We

allow enough time for the helper to be contacted and for equipment to be taken to
the party. The main reason we don't come too early is to try to prevent the party
guests seeing the entertainer getting out of their car, as this can ruin the illusion,

especially if the chosen character is a fairy or something with magic powers. It is best
if guests are already inside the venue.

 
Cake Time

Please let us know if you would like your entertainer to be there for the cutting of
the cake at the end so they can leave time. This can also be arranged to happen in

the middle of the package.
 

End time and departure
When it's time for the entertainer to leave, it would be great for there to be an

exciting activity to distract the kids with such as cake, or a pinata if possible. In the
case where there isn't an activity, kids often stand at the door, look out the window

or follow the entertainer and see them get into their car, which can destroy the
illusion of the character. We acknowledge this is not always possible, especially if

the party ends at the same time as the entertainment package. 
 
 
 
 

 

Indemnification
The Client agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold Fairy Jasmine's Entertainment harmless from

and against any claims, liabilities, damages, losses, costs, or expenses arising out of or in
connection with the event or the use of our entertainment services.


